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For Assembly

Dean Announces Moving-Up Day

"Till We Meet Again" Theme For Big Ten

Sophs Present Unique Musical Program; "Till We Meet Again" Theme For Big Ten

Pre-War State College Days, Present Dilemma, In Production

Sullivan, Young Chairmen Make Scene, Director Of Seven Show

Subjects Two, Playing for oneself, playing for one's class, playing for the win.

"Set that full light to the left."

This change will aid all the college

students ore

Winter at Quad.

KIMMERY'S BREAD

HOLSUM (White Bread)

KELENS-BAUD WHEAT

HOLSUM CRACKED WHEAT

DELICIOUS TOASTED

A. L. KIMMERY BAKERY

ALBANY, N. Y.

GOOD FOOD

In a Friendly, Comfortable Atmosphere

"Wangari"

Have a "Coke" = So glad you're back again

State Screen Debut: Today's Students In "Tomorrow's Teachers"
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SOPHOMORE VOTING DEADLINE

For Assembly

Hilliard Presents敦lectio: Election Program

In accordance with the policy of releasing names of candidates for Assembly and Sophomore Votyng Deadlines, the Hilliard Program will include the schedules of the candidates for Assembly and Sophomore VOTING DEADLINE.
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To Thine Own Self Be True

Think of the college days as the golden days, the days when we were living in a world of beauty and excitement. It is a pity that we cannot recall these days as we think of them now. The beauty of the past is lost, but the memory remains.

Another day, another battle, another speech. The hallowed halls of academe, the solemnity of the library, the beauty of the campus. All these are things that will remain with us for a lifetime.

The Ghost

The spirit of the past is almost a cliche now. The spirit of the present, all the spirit greets us with a smile. The spirit of the future is a mystery.

The Jargon

In understanding, we can see the beauty of the past. We can see the beauty of the present. We can see the beauty of the future.

Vitriol

We will consider the question of modern art, the question of modern literature, the question of modern music. We will consider the question of modern politics, the question of modern economics, the question of modern philosophy.

It's A Fact

If we cannot understand the past, we cannot understand the present. If we cannot understand the present, we cannot understand the future.

The Weekly Bulletin

The number of electrons in the core of an atom is determined by the atomic number. The atomic number is the number of protons in the nucleus of an atom.

New Placement

Sophos To Show Their Super-Do Released by SEB In Remaining Moving-Up Day Tilt

The Cinderella Story Of '46

Seven Sororities Elect Officers

For Coming Year

President of Intersorority To Be Betty Cerny

New Scholarship Plan

To Be Inaugurated
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The Col Bin

State’s Sluggers Crush J. C. A. C.

By George M. Blum

The State Sluggers, who have been working in the gymnasium at the State Normal Building, were in fine form when they met the J. C. A. C. In the intercollegiate championship. The State Normal Building had been turned into a baseball field, and the lights were shining brightly when the game started. The State Sluggers, who had been practicing all week, were in fine form when they met the J. C. A. C.

Basketball Season Closes; Sports Well-Attended

We'll Ride The Dusty Trail! ’Tis Later We May All

Star Players Named Among League Teams

The big and talented group of State Normal players who played in the basketball season were well-attended by the fans. The crowd was cheering them on and shouting in support as they played.

Chi Sigma Theta League Champs

In one of the último assemblies of the season the entire basketball team of Chi Sigma Theta was invited to the next assembly. The team consisted of ten members, and each of them was dressed in a white uniform. The team had been practicing hard all season, and they looked ready to take on any challenge.

Soph Blues

Welcome and Attention

For the past several weeks we have been working on the Soph Blues. The team consists of ten members, and they are well-attended by the fans. The crowd was cheering them on and shouting in support as they played.

State College Celebrates Century Mark; Moving-Up Day Thirty-One Years Old (See Page 3)

State Records History Thru 100 Years Progress

Our hundred years ago, temperance movements and women's rights took off. Today, women's rights are more recognized and women are becoming more prominent in society. This is a great achievement and we should celebrate.

Hasting Heads Centennial; Erskine, Author, To Speak

Hasting Heads, publisher of the State College News, has decided to celebrate the 100th year of the newspaper by having a special issue on Page 3. The issue will include a historical overview of the newspaper and its impact on the community.